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Abstract: This paper investigates the way in which the Romanian language obeys a behaviour
considered to be correct in case of several natural written languages. This above–mentioned
behaviour is expressed by two frequency–rank laws. The authors advance a method through which
to obtain representative constants of the parameters of the two laws for either one language field
or for a language as a whole.
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I. Introduction
The main objective of the paper is to find

out how accurately printed Romanian complies
with a general behaviour supposed to be correct
for other natural languages (NL), [1], [2]. That
is, to study the rank-frequency dependency
existing for letters, expressed by means of the
two laws in Eqs. (1) and (2).

To carry out this study, the relative
frequency of every letter occurrence in the
natural text is first to be determined and then
the results sorted in a decreasing order,������������������ ���			 ≥≥≥≥≥ 21 , where 
� �	
stands for the relative frequency of the k-rank
letter and q is the size of the considered
alphabet.

The first law under consideration is:���� �����
−≅ (1)

where A and D are constants characterising
each NL. In [1] is mentioned that such a
behaviour holds for over 100 NL where the size
of the alphabet ranges between 14 and 60.

The second law under consideration is:����� −≅ 2
��

(2)
where B and C are constants also characterising
each NL. This law was mentioned in [2].

To strengthen the meaning of our
experimental study, we applied a statistical
approach concerning letter-probability, as
described in [3]. This approach is based on
multiple confidence intervals for the same letter
probability and considers the test of the
hypothesis that probability belongs to an
interval. These finally enable the obtaining of
representative A, D, B, C constants for the two

laws, (1) and (2) in a field of the language (or
even in the language as a whole).

All the experiments were carried out by
processing natural texts presented in Appendix.

In Sec. II, we derived the formulae for the
parameters of the two frequency-rank laws. In
Sec. III we present the experimental study for
printed Romanian, with illustration on a literary
corpus of 58 books (novels and short stories)
and also on an overall mixed corpus of 93
books. Sec. IV contains supplementary
reasoning based on a statistical approach as
described in [3]. Out of Sec. III and IV, we
obtained the A, D, B, C representative constants
for the literary Romanian.

II . Formulae for the parameters of the two
frequency–rank laws

Let us have the q experimental data����� � ! "�#$%
1=  where the pair

&''(' )*!*")%$%
1=  stands for both the k rank

and relative frequency of the k-rank letter. We
suppose that these data obey to the law (1)
and/or (2). We try to determine the laws
parameters so that each of the relations (1) and
(2) holds with good accuracy.

Let us consider the relation (1),'+,'( -/.*%
−≅ . We want to determine the A

and D values supposing that this behaviour is
correct for printed Romanian, too.

In this paper A and D were calculated to
minimise the following function (the sum of
error-squares is minimised):
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Another verified law is the relation (2),�()�! −≅ 2
&'

, where B and C are positive
constants characterising every NL. Here again
we try to determine B and C supposing that this
behaviour is correct for printed Romanian.

In this paper B and C were calculated to
minimise the following function (the sum of
error-squares is minimised):
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Therefore B and C are the solution of the
system:

0=
∂

∂ 1 2
1- .0/

 and 0=
∂

∂
2

2
1- .0/

.

The following equation in C (which wil l be
numerically solved) results:
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The C value yields to B according to

formula:
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III. An experimental study for printed
Romanian

All the experiments were carried out by
processing natural texts presented in Appendix.

As a first step we computed the relative
frequency of occurrence of each and every

letter in the natural text and then sorted these
units in a decreasing order: ./9:9�9./9�9�9././ ;76777 ≥≥≥≥≥ 21 .

Note: At this moment 
./ 67  is just a ratio

between the occurrence number of the letter and
the length of the text (in letters). As a result of a
stationarity study as described in [3], 

./ 67  will
get the meaning of probability – i.e., the
probabili ty of the k-rank letter, see Sec. IV.

We calculated the A, D, B, and C constant
values according to relations (3) – (6) for all of
the natural texts considered in Appendix. The
results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

To evaluate how correct the behaviours
expressed by (1) and (2) are in printed

Romanian, we define the quantities <=
1ε  and>?

2ε  and the normed entities 
>?

1@ε  and AB
2@ε .

Namely, AB
1ε  concerning law (1), and AB

2ε
concerning law (2), are sums of squares of the
errors in the analysed text, see (7) and (8):
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The AB
1@ε  and AB

2@ε  normed values are

obtained by dividing AB
1ε  and AB

2ε  to the

values AB
1σ and AB

2σ  respectively:
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Experimental study on a literary corpus
The literary corpus was obtained by

randomly concatenating 58 books (novels and
short stories, written by Romanian authors or
translated into Romanian, see Appendix). The
first row in Tab. 1 refers to this whole literary
corpus, #WLC. The length – in characters – is

29293213=
O

. The parameters of the two
frequency-rank laws calculated by means of

(3)–(6) are: 2106612 −×= PQ
, 210753 −×= PR

and 2107112 −×= PS
, 2104616 −×= PT

. These
constants will be further considered as
representative for the literary field. (The



qualifier of representative wil l be emphasised
in Sec. IV.)

Further we applied (3)–(6) on the two halves
of the whole literary corpus, denoted by
#1HWLC and #2HWLC. It resulted the A, D, B
and C parameters given in the rows 2 and 3 of
Tab. 1.

We continued our experimental study
determining A, D, B and C parameters for
various parts of the li terary corpus, meaning
both individual books (#1, #2, #9 and #10) and
groups of books written by the same authors
(#Author_Radu_Anton_Roman, #Author_���������	��
�����������������������	�������! "
�#	�$�	%��&�('	�� )�
*�,+ - .�/�0�1
The lengths – in characters – of these analysed
parts of the corpus are shown in column 2.

In columns 23 1ε  and 23
2ε  we evaluated the

errors by using (7) and (8). For all the rows in
Tab. 1 (i.e. for all the natural texts analysed) the

errors 23 1ε  and 23
2ε  were calculated

considering the representative values:
2106612 −×= 45

, 210753 −×= 46
 and

2107112 −×= 47
, 2104616 −×= 48

.

In order to get the relative errors 23 19ε  and

23
29ε  defined in (9) and (10), all the values in

column 23 1ε  should be divided by

06291301 :;<
=σ  and those in column =>

2ε  by

06297402 ?@<
=σ . The 

@<
1σ  and 

@<
2σ

numerical values were obtained by considering

in (9) and (10) the representative
2106612 −×= AB

, 210753 −×= AC
 and

2107112 −×= AD
, 2104616 −×= AE

 values. For
example, for the first half of the whole li terary

corpus, #1HWLC: 21 1007990 −×= A=>ε  ⇒

012701 A=> =Fε  and 22 1007400 −×= A=>
ε  ⇒

011802 A=>
=Fε .

Rows #2, #9 and #10 from Tab. 1 refer to
those books (out of 58) which mostly differ
from the representative parameters.

Overlooking Tab. 1, we may say that all
the numer ical results sustain the quali fier
representative assigned to 2106612 −×= AB

,
210753 −×= AC

, 2107112 −×= AD
, and

2104616 −×= AE
 parameters in the first row.

This conclusion is based on:
1. The numerical values obtained for the

two halves #1HWLC and #2HWLC are
practically the same and quite equal with
those obtained for the #WLC. (Note that
the two halves are composed by sorting
the books according to a random rule.)

2. The accuracy expressed by => 1ε , =>
2ε ,

=> 1Fε  and =>
2Fε  is good enough.

In Sec. IV, we shall show that GH IJ  is a very

good estimate for the probability of the K –
rank letter.

The law in (1) The law in (2)
The analysed text L A D GH

1ε B C GH
2ε

#WLC Whole Literary Corpus 29293213 12.66 3.75 0.0791 12.71 16.46 0.0729

#1HWLC First Half of Whole Literary Corpus 14646607 12.67 3.75 0.0799 12.71 16.46 0.0740
#2HWLC Second Half of Whole Literary Corpus 14646606 12.66 3.74 0.0772 12.71 16.47 0.0711
#1 Precum fumul, see Appendix 551989 12.38 3.63 0.0765 12.44 15.98 0.0758
#2 Zile de pescuit, see Appendix 405664 12.17 3.53 0.0800 12.19 15.65 0.0690
#9 Canettis Angst, see Appendix 309436 13.00 3.89 0.0808 13.17 17.02 0.0566
#10 O último cais, see Appendix 278578 12.97 3.87 0.0650 13.14 17.07 0.0709
#Author_Radu_Anton_Roman 957653 12.31 3.61 0.0774 12.08 15.46 0.0728
#Author_John_Le_Carré 1874166 12.74 3.78 0.0631 12.83 16.65 0.0655LNM�O�PRQ�S$T�U�MWVRX�YNZ�[�\$T�U	]�S$V ^�X�[�_ ` acb

3115634 12.86 3.83 0.0791 12.94 16.69 0.0598

Table 1: Ver ifying frequency–rank laws for literary Romanian field. All the numerical
values in Tab.1. – except column L which represents the length of text – have to be divided by

100. The representative values are: 2106612 −×= de
, 210753 −×= df

, 2107112 −×= dg
 and

2104616 −×= dh
.



Experimental study on a mixed corpus
The whole mixed corpus, denoted by

#WMC, consists of 93 books summing-up
43002954 characters (the 58 li terary books
included). These 93 books are concatenated
according to a random rule.

The parameters of the two laws, obtained for
the #WMC, are given in Tab.2, row 1. The

numerical values 2108812 −×= ��
,

210833 −×= ��
, 2100713 −×= ��

, and

2109716 −×= ��
 wil l be considered as

reference values and the other rows in Tab. 2
will refer to them.

The rows 2 and 3 in Tab. 2 (#1HWMC and
#2HWMC) correspond to the two halves of the
mixed corpus.

The following rows in Tab. 2 contain the A,
D, B and C values obtained for several parts of
#WMC: literature, law, medicine (separately
processed) and science at large (#WSC: law,
medicine, forestry, history, sociology, etc.).

The L column stands for the lengths – in
number of characters – of the analysed texts.

In the columns ��
1ε  and ��

2ε  we evaluated

the errors by using (7) and (8). For all the rows
in Tab. 2 (i.e. for all the natural texts here

analysed) the errors ��
1ε  and ��

2ε  were
calculated considering the reference values:

2108812 −×= ��
, 210833 −×= ��

 and

2100713 −×= ��
, 2109716 −×= ��

.

In order to get the relative errors ��
1�ε  and

��
2�ε  defined in (9) and (10), all the values in

column ��
1ε  should be divided by

06433701 �	

=σ  and those in column ��

2ε  by

06436302 �	

=σ . The 

	

1σ  and 

	

2σ

numerical values were obtained by considering

in (9) and (10) the reference 2108812 −×= ��
,

210833 −×= ��
 and respectively
2100713 −×= ��

, 2109716 −×= ��
 values. For

example for the first half of the whole mixed

corpus, #1HWMC: 21 1006350 −×= ���
ε  ⇒

009901 ���
=�ε  and 22 1006410 −×= ���

ε  ⇒

0102 ���
=�ε .

The law in (1) The law in (2)
The analysed text L A D ��

1ε B C ��
2ε

#WMC Whole Mixed Corpus 43002954 12.88 3.83 0.0657 13.07 16.97 0.0631
#1HMC First Half of Whole Mixed Corpus 21501477 12.91 3.84 0.0635 13.12 17.04 0.0641
#2HMC Second Half of Whole Mixed Corpus 21501477 12.85 3.82 0.0683 13.03 16.91 0.0625
#WLC Whole Literary Corpus 29293213 12.66 3.75 0.0806 12.71 16.46 0.0752
#Law 1824035 13.73 4.19 0.0739 14.22 18.44 0.0756
#Medicine 1510708 13.45 4.06 0.1004 14.02 18.21 0.0794
#WSC Whole Scientific Corpus 5936496 13.41 4.04 0.0724 13.99 18.22 0.0620

Table 2: Ver ifying frequency–rank laws for the whole mixed corpus. All the numerical
values in Tab. 2 – except column L which represents the length of text – have to be divided by

100. The reference values are: 2108812 −×= ��
, 210833 −×= ��

, 2100713 −×= ��
 and

2109716 −×= ��
.

Overlooking Tab. 2, some differences
between #WLC and #WSC can be noticed.
The numerical values might hint to a certain
difference between the mathematical models
corresponding literary and scientific fields.
However, when considering only the first
approximation of the language (the statistical
structure of letters) this difference is not too
large. The whole mixed corpus averages
these models. Note: the scientific corpus
(#WSC) is var ied (including medicine, law,
forestry, sociology, etc.) and quite small

when compared with the literary one.
Therefore, we could not determine letter–
probabil ities with the same accuracy we did
for the literary corpus.

IV. Obtaining the representative constants
for the two laws in literary printed
Romanian

For every type of natural text analysed in
Tab. 1, we carried out a study concerning the



language stationarity in the basis of the first
order approximation of the language. This study
follows the procedure from [3]. The first NL
approximation was defined by Shannon in [4].

We shall briefly describe the procedure we
applied. All the illustrations in Tab. 3 stand for
the whole li terary corpus, see Tab. 3.

We periodically sampled the NL (with a
period of 200 letters) to obtain the first
approximation of the language. By shifting the
sampling origin within the natural text, we
obtained 200 sets of non–overlaping
experimental data, each of them having the
same meaning. The 200 data sets are not
independent data sets. However, each of them
complies with the i.i.d. statistical model (i.e.
observations came out from independently and
identically distributed random variables).

For every letter of the alphabet we applied
the following steps (we shall exemplify for the
E letter in the whole li terary corpus, see first
row in Tab. 3).
1. We calculated the relative frequency ��

for the considered letter; ��  is the ratio
between the E letter occurrences and the
length of the natural text (here the length is
L = 29293213). The E letter is on the first

rank, hence 21047111 −×=≡ ���� �� .
Generally, for any letter 

��� ��� = , where
k is the rank of the respective letter.

2. Out of the 200 sets of experimental data,
200 estimates alongside with 200
confidence intervals were obtained.

3. We selected among the 200 probability
estimates that (estimated) value which is
nearest to �� . This selected estimate will

be further denoted by ∆
�  and the

corresponding confidence interval by ∆ . It
results:

�
�� =∆ ,

where m is the number of occurrences of
the E letter in the selected experimental
data set and N is the length of the i.i.d. data
set (here 200

	

= ).

The ∆  confidence interval is ( )21
�� �=∆ ,

where the 1
�  and 2

�  confidence limits
are:



��� ��

� ∆∆
∆

−
≅ 1

221 α
�

.

2α
�  is the 2α  point value

corresponding to the standard Gaussian
law. In our experimental study we
considered an 9501 �=− α  statistical

confidence level, hence 9612 �=α
� .

4. We applied the statistical test of the
hypothesis that the E letter probability
belongs to the ∆  interval, [3], separately
for each of the 199 experimental data (200
minus the one which produced the ∆
interval).

The steps 41÷  were resumed for every
letter of the alphabet. The stationar ity is
accepted if –for every letter of the alphabet–
each and every (or , at least, almost each and
every) test out of the total of 199 is passed. I n
our literary Romanian corpus (#WLC)
practically all the tests were passed, at an

050 �=α  statistical significance level and

with small β  sizes of the II type statistical
error , see Tab. 3.

In Tab. 3 there are details concerning the
verifying of the frequency–rank laws and also
concerning the meaning of �� �� .

Columns 1 and 2 contain the ranks and the
corresponding letters. For example, the E letter
is on the rank 1=

�
. Its relative frequency is

21047111 −×=≡ ���� ��  (column 3). The

estimate 2104711 −∆ ×= ��  (it is practically
equal with 

�� ). The two confidence limits

(column 5 and 6) are 21 103011 −×= ��  and

22 106311 −×= �� . We may say that in 95% of
cases the true letter E probabili ty lies within

( ) ( ) 221 1063114711 −×==∆ ���� �� . Further,

the ∆  interval was validated by every of the
199 i.i.d. experimental data sets. The second
type statistical error is the error to accept wrong
data as good ones (i.e. to enjoy for nothing
when the statistical test is passed). The β  size
of this error is large when the true letter
probabili ty is very close to the bounds of the ∆
interval, but outside the ∆  interval. In Tab. 3,
β  is calculated for the cases when the letter
probabili ty we test is on the left–side of ∆
interval, namely equal to 1950 ��  (column 7) or

190 ��  (column 8). That is, the true letter

probabili ty differs with 5% or 10% from the 1
�

left bound. Column 9 was filled in by



considering 2106612 −×= ��
 and

210753 −×= ��
 representative values from

Tab. 1. Similarly, column 11 is filled in

considering 2107112 −×= ��
 and

2104616 −×= ��
 representative constants.

Columns 10 and 12 present the relative errors

among the experimental and theoretical values,
according to relations:

• 
( )���

������� �
	
�
	���� −

−−=1ε  for the law in

(1);

• ���
���

� �
����
−

−−=
2

2
2

����ε  for the law in (2).

k �� ≡
��

∆
�     ∆ 1β 2β ��� ���

− ��� �� 1ε �! " −2 #$% &' 2ε
#$ &(

1
)

2
)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 E 11.47 11.47 11.30 11.63 0.00 0.00 12.66 -9.45 11.34 1.12
2 I 9.96 9.96 9.80 10.11 0.00 0.00 10.07 -1.10 10.12 -1.59
3 A 9.95 9.96 9.80 10.11 0.00 0.00 8.55 16.47 9.03 10.30
4 R 6.82 6.82 6.69 6.95 0.02 0.00 7.47 -8.73 8.05 -15.34
5 N 6.47 6.47 6.35 6.60 0.03 0.00 6.63 -2.45 7.18 -9.93
6 U 6.20 6.20 6.08 6.32 0.05 0.00 5.95 4.16 6.41 -3.30
7 T 6.04 6.04 5.92 6.16 0.06 0.00 5.37 12.37 5.72 5.59
8 C 5.28 5.28 5.17 5.39 0.19 0.00 4.87 8.33 5.10 3.47
9 L 4.48 4.48 4.38 4.59 0.60 0.00 4.43 1.14 4.55 -1.53
10 S 4.40 4.41 4.30 4.51 0.67 0.00 4.04 9.11 4.06 8.47
11 O 4.07 4.07 3.97 4.17 1.07 0.00 3.68 10.65 3.62 12.38
12 * 4.06 4.06 3.96 4.17 1.08 0.00 3.35 21.18 3.23 25.73
13 D 3.45 3.45 3.35 3.54 2.47 0.00 3.05 12.80 2.88 19.45
14 P 3.18 3.18 3.09 3.27 3.46 0.00 2.78 14.59 2.57 23.65
15 M 3.10 3.10 3.01 3.19 3.84 0.00 2.52 22.99 2.30 34.90
16 + 1.55 1.55 1.48 1.61 23.62 0.07 2.28 -32.07 2.05 -24.50
17 Î 1.40 1.40 1.34 1.46 27.42 0.15 2.05 -31.63 1.83 -23.33
18 V 1.23 1.22 1.17 1.28 32.69 0.40 1.84 -33.25 1.63 -24.87
19 F 1.18 1.18 1.13 1.24 34.05 0.50 1.63 -27.77 1.45 -18.93
20 B 1.07 1.07 1.02 1.12 38.01 0.91 1.44 -25.67 1.30 -17.50
21 , 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.05 40.71 1.33 1.26 -20.41 1.16 -13.55
22 G 0.99 0.99 0.94 1.04 41.11 1.41 1.08 -8.61 1.03 -4.16
23 Â 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.96 44.40 2.16 0.92 -0.58 0.92 -1.09
24 Z 0.71 0.71 0.67 0.75 53.00 5.72 0.76 -6.24 0.82 -13.64
25 H 0.47 0.47 0.44 0.51 64.89 17.16 0.60 -21.60 0.73 -35.40
26 J 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.26 78.43 45.35 0.46 -47.91 0.65 -63.59
27 X 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.13 85.69 67.63 0.32 -64.57 0.58 -80.82
28 K 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.13 86.40 69.95 0.18 -39.62 0.52 -79.16
29 Y 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.09 88.62 77.20 0.05 45.49 0.46 -84.87
30 W 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 92.07 87.76 -0.08 – 0.41 -92.10
31 Q 0.00 – – – – – -0.20 – 0.37 -98.89

Table 3. Verifying the frequency–rank laws in #WLC. Arguments for representative
constants. The numerical values in columns 123÷  have to be divided by 100

To conclude with, it can be noticed that

∆≅= -.-- /01
; these values approximate

the true letter probability with a good
accuracy. The accuracy is expressed both by
the length of the ∆  interval (which was
determined with a statistical confidence level

of 95%) and by the β  size of type II
statistical error. Note that the ratio
( ) 06012 2

1
<− 333  for all high and medium

frequency letters (up to 15=
4

). On the
other hand, the β  values are also very small,



up to rank 15.

Other commentaries upon Tab. 3
1. The law in (1) gives negative values for

30=
�

 and 31=
�

, see column 9. Certainly,
these can not be considered probability
estimates. Therefore, column 10 was not filled
in for 30=

�
 and 31=

�
. However, when we

evaluated the �� 1ε  error in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2,

we considered all the ranks, 311 �=
�

.
2. For a meaning of probabili ty estimates,
when   summing–up  the  quantities  

��� ���
−

(respectively 	�
� −2 ) we have to obtain a
value very close to 1. Skipping over the letters
of very low probability in Tab. 3 (X, K, Y, W,

Q) we obtained: ∑
=

=
26

1
99680



� ���

,

( )∑
=

=−
26

1
99600



��� ����

, ∑
=

− =
26

1
998602



	�
� � .

Tab. 4 enables a comparison between the
two laws (1) and (2) on the whole literary
corpus (#WLC).

3=
�

10=
�

15=
�

25=
�

∑
=

�
�

��
1

��
31.38 71.07 88.93 99.44

∑
=

−

�
�

���
1

�����
31.28 70.05 85.43 99.28

����� � !! "#$% 1
1

ε
= 16.47 16.47 22.99 33.25

[ ]∑
=

−−

$
% "&'"(

1

2)*�+,),
0.0343 0.0468 0.0599 0.0776

( )∑
=

−
$

%
-�%.

1
2 30.48 71.57 86.17 99.10
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0.0091 0.0324 0.0546 0.0629

Table 4. A comparison between the two laws in (1) and (2), in the basis of #WLC

How to read Tab. 4 (e. g. for the letters on the
first 3 ranks)

The letters on the first three ranks cover

789:
3831

3

1
=∑

=
;

<=  of the total length of the

natural text. By computing this summation in
the basis of the law (1) we obtained 31.28% and
in the basis of (2) we obtained 30.48%. The
maximum relative error between the
experimental values 

9: <=  and the
corresponding values obtained with the laws (1)
or (2) appears for 3=

<
,

namely: 21 1047163 −×= 89:>?ε  and

22 1030103 −×= 89:>?ε . The sums of squares of

errors up to rank 3=
<

, for the two laws are
21003430 −×8  and 21000910 −×8 .

To conclude with, for the first three
ranks, the two laws are comparable, the
second being slightly better. When the
comparison is carried out in the basis of
larger rank values, ( 251510 @@=

<
), the two

laws are equally good.

V. Final remarks
As a final remark, we can say that the

general behaviour expressed by (1) and (2) is
quite correct for printed Romanian, too.

A problem we consider to be general
(beyond the printed Romanian peculiarities) is
the way to decide which law parameter values



are representative for a field of the language or
for the NL per–se. Our study offer a solution to
this problem, as ill ustrated for a li terary corpus
of novels and short stories.
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Appendix
In order to carry out this study we first

elaborated a corpus for printed Romanian
literature in the basis of 93 books with the new
orthography (introduced after 1993). Blanks,
punctuation marks and figures were eliminated.
The alphabet thus obtained consists of 3192:<;
;=:"><?�@�ACB DFEHGJICKML(NPORQTSVUXWCY[Z]\_^
`Racb]dFeJfhg ikjml nporqts

The whole
global concatenated corpus (#WMC) sums-
up about 43 million characters.

These books represent genuine Romanian
literature (11 novels and short stories); foreign
literary works translated into Romanian (47
novels  and  short  stories)  and  scientific  texts

(books from law, medicine, forestry, history,
sociology, etc.).

The books used in Tab. 1:
#1. Radu Anton Roman, Precum fumul, Ed.uwv�x$y z"v]{}|�~�����z"v���� � �P�4���"���=��� �8�6�_�"�������P�=�����
973-23-0274-7.
#2. Radu Anton Roman, Zile de pescuit, Ed.�[��� �=�-�����
 ¢¡4£�¤"£��=��¥ �8¦6 ¨§ª©�©�«� ¢¬®¯¡�°±©�²�³�´ µ�«�¶�´ ·�²�³�´
1.
#3. John Le Carré, Spionul care venea din frig
(The spy who came in from the cold), Ed.¸t¹�º6»�¼ª½�¾*¿�À4Á�Â"Á�½®¼�Ã Ä º
¿VÅªÆ�Æ�Ç�¿�È�É�À�ÊËÆ�Ì�Í�Î Í�Ï�Î Ð�Í�Ñ�Ñ�Î Ñ¯Ò
#4. John Le Carré, Casa Rusia (The Russia
House), Ó�Ô Ò�¸¨¹�º�»¯¼ª½�¾*¿ÕÀ4Á�Â"Á�½=¼�Ã8Ä º
¿ÖÅªÆ�Æ�Ì�¿ÕÈ�É�À�Ê
973-34-0457-8.
#5. John Le Carré, ×JØ
Ù�Ú Û ÜÞÝ�ß�à�ß�á â ã*ä"å�æ*ç è�éëê�ì
Little Drummer Girl), í�î�ïwð¨ñ�ò�ó¯ôªõ�ö*÷tø4ù�ú"ù�õ=ô�û8ü ò
÷
1998, ISBN 973-34-0430-6.
#6 ïþý ÿ
ô ��� ñ�î�õ ��� ÿ � ô"ñ�ò	��
$ñ�÷ Arhipelagul Gulag vol.
I, (Arhipelag GULag I-II), Ed. Univers,
ø4ù�ú"ù�õ=ô�û8ü®ò
÷��������÷�� � ø����������������������������¯ï
#7 ïþý ÿ
ô ��� ñ�î�õ ��� ÿ � ô"ñ�ò	��
$ñ�÷ Arhipelagul Gulag vol.
II, (Arhipelag GULag III-IV), Ed. Univers,�! �"# �$&%('*),+.-/�0�0�1�-�243���5�0�1�6�7�6�8�7�9�8;:�9�7=<;>
#8

>�?A@.%CB�DFE�G�$H3�I�@ JK%#E�+	L�M=E�-
Arhipelagul Gulag vol.

III , (Arhipelag GULag V-VI-VII ), Ed. Univers,�! �"# �$&%('*),+.-/�0�0�:N-�243���5�0�1�6�7�6�8�7�9�8�0�1�7�1�>
#9. Rüdiger Wischenbart, Frica lui Canetti
(Canettis Angst), O E�+	P�%#$RQC-S�! �"# �$,%F'�)�+.-T/�0�0�1�-
ISBN 973-34-0501-9.
#10. Helena Marques, Ultimul chei (O último
cais), O E�+	P�%#$RQC-!�! �"# �$,%F'�)�+.-U/�0�0�1�-!243���5V0�1�6�7�6�8�7
0424-1.

In our ill ustrations (Table 1) we also used
some natural texts obtained by linking books
written by the same authors:
#Author_Radu_Anton_Roman is composed
of #1 and #2 (in this order);
#Author_John_Le_Car ré is composed of #3,
#4 and #5 (in this order);W�XZY�[4\^]�_4`;XZacb#d^e�fhgh_4`jih]�alk4bmf;n o p,q

 is composed of
#6, #7 and #8 (in this order).


